Friday 14th January

Believe and Achieve
Wow, what a busy start to 2022 it has been...

In Class 1, the children have been learning about winter hibernation and
migration of birds and animals. They have been learning to follow instructions
and have made their own bird feeders ready for their home learning
challenge: the children will carry out their own bird watch and learn to
recognise some of our local feathered friends!
In Class 2, the children have been reading the book ‘Frog and the Stranger’ by
Max Velthuijs. They have focused on understanding the structure of a story:
the beginning, where you meet the characters; the middle, where something
exciting happens; and the end, where the story has a clear conclusion. They
have then been developing their punctuation skills and sentence structure
(including their use of conjunctions) to write about the story. Why not ask
your child what happened to Pete and who came to the rescue.
Class 3 had a fantastic time at their first swimming lesson this week. The
children listened carefully to the swimming instructions and it was clear to see
the progress made by some of the children by the end of the lesson. They
were extremely well behaved and excellent role models for Breachwood
Green. We can't wait to continue it for the rest of the half term!
In Class 4, the children have started their History topic: Ancient Greece. This
has been linked across to their English and Art lessons too! In order to secure
their chronological knowledge, the children compared Ancient Greece with
other civilisations that they have previously studied in school, including: The
Stone Age, Iron Age, Ancient Egyptians and Mayans. They also looked at why
Ancient Greece became so powerful and constructed responses to this
question. Lastly, the children found similarities and differences between
Ancient Greece and Modern Greece which helped them to ask even more
historical questions about why and how things have changed. We are excited
to find out more about this time period!

Dates for your diary
Date

24th - 28th

1st - 4th

Children’s Mental Health week

7th - 11th

Internet Safety Week

8th & 9th

Parent’s Evening

9th

PTFA Cake Sale

14th - 18th

HALF TERM

21st

PTFA meeting

March
3rd

World Book Day

7th

Rugby festival

14th - 18th

Science Week

Covid
Please remember to contact the
school should any member of
your household test positive for
Covid.
Thank you for your continued
support during these still
unsettling times.

We have decided that as part of our Early Years curriculum, we would
like the children to develop their independence and for them to have
the experience of preparing food on a regular basis. This will of course
include not only collecting the equipment and ingredients we need from
our baking cupboard but also learning to wash up and put things away!
As we were celebrating a few birthdays this week we chose to make
cakes focusing on stirring, sieving, mixing, and spreading icing. We had
great fun and hope you enjoyed eating the cakes at home - Mrs Badham
did!
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Virtual fitness week

February

Developing Independence and Life Skills in EYFS

Mrs Gumley and Mrs Fulton

Activity

January

Online Safety

Virtual Fitness Competition

As we all know, the online world is becoming much
harder for us to manage as parents. Keeping up-todate with the latest games and security settings is so
hard, yet vital if we want to keep our children safe.
We are very fortunate that Herts for Learning
produce a termly newsletter for parents. This gives
information such as the latest craze, new
terminology being used and where you can go to find
out more.
We have attached the Spring Term newsletter to
your email.

During the Week of the 24th January we are hosting
a virtual fitness competition across 11 schools for all
KS2 pupils. The children in Class 3 and 4 will take
part in a range of fitness challenges such as how
many star jumps they can do in 60 seconds.
At the end of the week, each school will submit
their score and the pupil with highest score (across
the schools) in each year group will be announced
the winner.
Mrs Hodges (PE Subject Lead).

PE Kit

Reading at home

Parents’ Evening

As you know, we are
trialling the KS2
children coming into
school in their PE kits
on their PE days. One
problem we have
encountered is that
trainers do get wetter
than school shoes if it
is raining. Therefore,
your child may keep
their trainers at
school and continue
to wear their school
shoes on these days if
you wish.

Please remember it is really important for you to read with
your child at home on a regular basis. Children in KS2 may
not want to but it is still important as reading out loud
helps them to develop their intonation, which will help
them develop their comprehension.

We are hoping to hold faceto-face Parents’ Evening
meetings on the 8th and
9th February but will
confirm this nearer the
time

If it is difficult to write a comment in your child’s reading
record, because you are pushed for time, please just put the
date and your initials so we can see reading is happening.

Table Manners

Work of the Week

We have noticed a number of children using only their fork
whilst eating and instead of cutting up their food, they are
biting it off the fork. So, we have put a new rule in place:
for the children to have both a knife AND fork in their hands
when they are eating. Please support with this at home.

Week commencing 10/01/22

Class 1

Theo S

Class 2

Max B

Class 3

Joel

Class 4

Alex

Mathletics
Well done to everyone who has achieved 1000 points on
Mathletics during the past two weeks and earned a
certificate.
Particular well done to Amelia in Class 3 who earned a certificate during the
Christmas holidays!

Silver

Bronze
Year 1
Amelia
Fred
Seb
Joey

Year 2

Year 3

Amelia
Isabelle
Summer
Baye

Aidan
Oliver E
Pola

Year 5

Year 4

Year 6
Ethan

Robyn
Erin
Savannah
Willow
Gold

Value - responsibility

Week commencing 10/01/22

Class 1

Isla-Rae

Class 2

Max S

Class 3

Faith

Class 4

Goldie

